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The LHS Newspaper Is Back!
What Is A Railsplitter?
By The Railsplitter Staff

LHS Welcomes
New Principal
By Angel Rodriguez
On the morning of August 14,
2018, a very enigmatic woman was seen
walking the grounds of Lincoln High
school. Who was she? She was and is Ms.
Ruiz, the new principal at Lincoln High
School.
Rose Anne Valenti Ruiz was
born in East LA and lived there most of her
life. Being from East LA, she attended
Garfield High school. After graduation, she
studied Sociology at Cal State LA for four
years. In the middle of earning her degree,
she changed professions as she began to
realize that teaching and education was her
true calling. She wanted to face new experiences and meet challenges that would
bring her closer to helping children. She
said that being in the field of education was
most important to her because of the
“students she was working with. “ She
“loves” them she said, and she most enjoys
“helping others.”
She received her administrative
credential at UC Irvine. She currently resides in West Covina, which is a good
distance form here but she still loves and
cares for the community she grew up in.
Ms. Ruiz was an assistant principal for 6
years. Since the beginning of her teaching
profession, she was always interested in
leadership. Parents and teachers encouraged her to become a principal. She has
worked at Magnet Middle school, Garfield
High, Stevenson Middle School, Lanterman High and was the principal at Griffith
Middle school.
It wasn’t Ms. Ruiz’s first decision to come to Lincoln. She came here
for a meeting in May but fell in love with
the campus. She said, “The campus is lush
and has beautiful landscaping and buildings. It has an amazing view at night.” She
was very excited when they called her in to
take over as the new principal. Her favorite
location is near the P.E field, where she
said, “you are able to see all of the city’s
lights at night and it’s so beautiful.”
She said her “commitment to Lincoln students (my babies) is to ensure that they
receive equal access to all programs and
instructional opportunities in order to be
college and career ready.”
She is still learning a lot about
our school and is excited to be with us.

For the first time in almost ten
years, the Lincoln High School newspaper,
The Railsplitter, is back in print. The Railsplitter gets its name from a reference to
Abraham Lincoln. In the 1800’s, the word
railsplitter meant someone who could take
an axe and split trees into logs and then into
fence posts. Before Lincoln was president,
he was said to have the strength to do this
with ease. Later, after he became President,
he was referred to as “The Railsplitter”
because of his humble origins on a farm, all
the way to his self-education as a lawyer
then on to the Whitehouse.
The first publication of the LHS
paper was released in 1913. Some of the
first issues were called The Daily Railsplitter but the name was shortened to just The
Railsplitter sometime in the 1920’s. Since
its first publication, the paper promoted
journalism excellence and within its pages a
history of Lincoln and its student body was
established. Two interesting headlines from
the early 1928 issue were “Lilting Melodies
will Feature Light Operas“ and
“Upholstery Class makes Fine Furniture.“ Though these may seem odd titles,
the paper did chronicle all the news from
world wars to changes in Los Angeles and

its neighborhoods. Many of the teachers
and student alumni still remember the paper
and look back on it with fond memories.
Mr. Gordon recalls that “everybody always
looked forward to the publication of the
paper, especially the sport’s section with its
game highlights and stats. In the old days
there was no email or internet, so we relied
on the paper for updates and school news.”
Over the years the paper changed
its look many times but the news, entertainment and sports stories within its pages
continued to highlight the many major accomplishments of the student body and the
Lincoln community as a whole.
From 1987 to 2010, Mr. Nagaoka
was the moderator. Because there was no
longer a journalism class, the paper soon
languished. Many of today’s students don’t
even know that we had a school paper. The
new journalism staff hopes to print one
paper every two months.
Staff writer Annette Heredia
said,” We are all very excited about the
newspaper. And cant wait to get it in the
hands of the students.”
With the recent attack on the
media as “fake” news, the Railsplitter staff
hopes to bring topical issues to light as well
as cover sports and entertainment. The staff
is looking forward to working on opinion
pieces that highlight concerns of the students. This issue highlights our new princi-

pal as well as well as hard news stories on
the teachers strike and editorials on many
of the new policies at Lincoln. The paper
will also include art and poetry .
If you are interested in submitting ideas or other content please speak
with a member of the staff.
Yes! The Railsplitter is back!

The first LHS principal, Dr. Andrus, graces
the cover of the 1929 Railsplitter.

Teachers Demand Better Schools For Students
LAUSD teachers move one
step closer to a strike
By Lucía Barranco
Since 2017, teachers at LAUSD
have demanded a better contract that
lists reasonable changes to benefit students and a fair salary, yet the district has
not responded adequately.
“The union has had the same
proposals on the table for the last year
and a half, without a contract, and the
district has not responded,” said Findlay
Bunting, an RSP teacher at Lincoln High
School. He continued, “They do not treat
teachers as if they are part of the solution. They treat them as if they are unruly employees.”
Every three years the union for
teachers in LAUSD (UTLA) renegotiates its
contract with the district, but since negotiations started in April 2017, no agreement has been reached. This means that
since their contracts expired in June
2017, teachers have been without a contract and without a pay raise.
This stalemate opened a voting
window to authorize a strike. Voting
started Aug. 23 and ended Aug. 31. Results were released the same day voting
closed, revealing that teachers gave the
leaders of their union the power to call a
strike if labor negotiations continue to

stall. The number of supporting votes
was overwhelming. It was officially announced that out of the 80% of union
members who casted their ballots, 98%
of them voted in favor of the strike. In
little to no time all of us could be out of
school while a LAUSD strike takes place
for the first time since 1989.
Mediation begun Sep. 27 with
Mayor Eric Garcetti as the mediator. If an
agreement is not reached despite mediation, we can expect a strike in October
unless the district grants UTLA’s demands.
“The reason many [schools]
are underperforming is that they are
understaffed and the class sizes are too
large, and the safety issues have not
been addressed, “Bunting continued.
“LAUSD pays lower than any of the surrounding school districts.”
“We want to be fairly compensated for the many hours and overtime
we dedicate to our students and our
schools. Many teachers work extra hours
and spend lunch time or after school
tutoring students or sponsoring activities
or coaching teams,” said Marisa Crabtree. She continued, “We are caring individuals, but we shouldn’t be taken advantage of just because we like kids.”
For many teachers, these current issues have all stemmed from the
selection in May 1, 2018 of Austin Beutner as LAUSD Superintendent. One
teacher said, “I think it’s an intentional
delay, he’s going to try to paint the
teachers as greedy. He can make this
happen very quickly, he has the money,
but it’s a power play. We have a superintendent that is working against the
teachers instead of with the teachers.”
Beutner is a former investment
banker with zero experience running
public schools, and one of his first moves
was to lead LAUSD into the impasse
with the teachers union that could end
in the strike of the second largest school
district in our country. Ms. Maricela
Rodrigues, a Lincoln PE teacher, later
added, “[This] is being treated as a business, and not what’s best for our stu-

dents, not what’s best for the people who
are actually here on the school sites teaching and dealing with the students.” The
possibility of the strike is not certain, but it
is very real. “It is a big deal to stop instruction to stand for what we believe in-- we
will strike because we care about our students and schools and communities,” stated Ms. Crabtree. “We believe in what we
do so much, that we will do whatever it
takes to improve schools for all.” Only the
district’s decisions will determine whether
the strike takes place or not.

Union
demands include
the
following:














Increase funding per student. California is the richest state in the US,
yet ranks 43 out of 50 in per-pupil
funding.
Reduce class size. Students of all
grades have proven to have a better
chance to succeed in smaller classes,
yet currently, there are classrooms
with more than 43 students.
Invest in Community Schools. This
model has proven to uplift neighborhood schools and creates community
collaboration.
6.5 percent wage increase. LA’s
high cost of living is causing a teacher shortage. This hurts both students
and teachers.
Implement accountability
measures for charter schools.
Charter industry expansion drains
millions from neighborhood schools.
Reduce standardized testing. Critical instructional time is reduced
from classes.
Improve school safety. We need
more funds for staffing; counselors,
school psychologists, and nurses in
order to improve student’s wellbeing.
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Lincoln Tiger 2018-2019 Football Season
By Jennifer Carbajal

The Lincoln Tigers are coming up on
their sixth game of the season. They started with
a first game loss against Contreras High School.
The score was 7-6.
Recently, we had a chance to talk to
some of the players from the JV and the Varsity
team.
Archie Chau, captain of the varsity
team spoke with us and said, “I feel very confident about the game. We fixed the mistakes that
were made from last week and we are prepared
for this week.”
The Tigers got off to a rocky start the
first two games, but came back strong with a 300 win against North Hollywood High School.
Our Tigers faced Franklin in their sixth
game of the season at Lincoln High
school. Although they did not win, the game was
one of the most exciting so far this year. The
Tigers had a great passing and running game, but
came up short in the end.
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Meet One of Our Lincoln
Football Players
By Carlos Perez

Cristian
Texis is one of the
linemen on the Lincoln varsity football
team. Recently the
Railsplitter asked Cristian a few questions about
life, football, and school.
Q: Who was your role model growing up?
A: My role models growing up were my parents
because growing up, they were always working to
support my siblings and me.
Q: What is your lifelong goal?
A: My goal is to finish college and get a job related
to my major and have a happy family.
Q: Why did you decide to play football?
A: In order to have an extracurricular activity after
school.
Q: What is your personal goal for football?

Player Of The Game Against Marshall
Alexandra Novelo
takes the prize.

A: My goal is to have a fun time and make some
new friends.
Q: What were your main motivations to join football?
A: My brother was my motivation to join football
and also, it looked fun.

By Tracey Truong

Alexandra Novelo was the MVP of
the Lincoln vs. Marshall Volleyball game on
Monday, September 17, 2018, at Marshall HS.
Alexandra is one of the blockers on
the Lincoln girls’ volleyball team. She started
playing volleyball in middle school just for
the fun of the game, but didn’t think she
would continue to play volleyball in high
school. She got involved her sophomore year
when her basketball coach at the time was also
coaching volleyball and convinced “Alex” to
join the volleyball team as well. As a sophomore, she was working on becoming a setter,
but when her junior year came around, there
was a new volleyball coach. The new volleyball coach, Edwin Yau, who is also the coach
this year, made Alex train to become a middle
blocker since most of the other players can
barely reach over the net.
I had the chance to interview Alex
after the Marshall game. “Going into the
Marshall game, I was a bit nervous because
we have never actually won a game against
Marshall. When I got put into the second set,
my team was really pumped; I knew we could
have a close game with them, so I was ready
to play! All my goosebumps and butterflies
went away. ”
Marshall is the second best team in
the league, second to Eagle Rock. Alex didn’t
start in the first set, so that gave her some time
to prepare for the second set. Without Alex on
the court, the Lincoln Tigers lost the first set,
but that gave the defensive passers practice on
digging up the spikes. Then when Alex entered the second set, the “Lady Tigers” served
and were up in the lead. They played extremely well, making strong serves, spikes, and
great passes, but the Lincoln Tigers wouldn’t
have been able to take the set without Alex’s
blocks. Even though the Lady Tigers lost the
game, they learned a lot from it. The Lincoln
volleyball team needs to keep their heads up
and move on to the next point.
Alex said, “[Marshall had] good
hitters, but with the blocking it helped us
catch up and get pumped up.”
Alex believes that at the next game
against Marshall (aka Senior Night at Lincoln
High School) “We have a really high chance
of winning.”

Honoring One of
Our Own
Alex makes the block.

Lincoln graduate,
Kenny Washington,
broke the color barrier.

This year
Lincoln High School
celebrated the fifth
annual football game
in remembrance and
honor of Kenny
By Jennifer Carbajal
Washington.
Kenny Washington
was a Lincoln Tiger and grew up in the Lincoln Heights
area.
He was a star football and baseball player. His
position in football was tailback and he often passed as
much as he rushed. He was nicknamed “kingfish” after a
character in a radio show Amos n’ Andy.
He was a professional football player who was
the first African- American to sign a contract with a
National League team in the modern (post-World War II)
era. He was one of four African-American players on the
1939 UCLA Bruins football team.
Washington was the first Bruin to lead the nation
in offense and became the first consensus All- American
in the history of the football program in 1939.
In 1971, Kenny Washington once said: “As I
look back now I feel it was just as important for a colored
player to break into pro football as it was in baseball. ”He
played with the Los Angeles Rams from 1946 to 1949.
He died on June 24, 1971 from polyarthritis
nodosa which is an inflammation of blood vessels in the
arteries or kidneys.
This year, to honor Washington, Rosey Grier
another notable LA Ram from the 1960’s spoke at the half
-time show.
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A Charter School Drop Out?
One student realizes Lincoln HS has much more to offer.

Opinion

SLC SPOTLIGHT

By Brian Borrego
It has recently come to my attention that there has been discussion among students about the strict policies of Lincoln's new administration and how their policies have changed the school’s mood in some ways. I, as
someone who has only been at Lincoln for my senior year, struggle to understand why there has been such displeasure for the changes. For they (the administration), at first glance, seem much more forgiving than my previous schools. Yes, this is my first year at Lincoln as a senior. For the past six years, I attended charter schools.
One of the biggest reasons that students are upset at Lincoln’s new policies is because the new phone limitations
that started at the beginning of this year. This wasn't such a big change for me since in my old charter school,
phones were banned from being used anywhere within the campus before, during, and
after school and could not be recovered (if taken away) unless a parent or guardian went
to the school and picked it up themselves.
“The charter school moveAs for the hat policy, it was no different than it is now that we have schoolsold hats only. In my perspective, these are only small changes. Compared to the charter
ment enforces irrational
schools I have attended, Lincoln has been much more flexible when it comes to student
policies and immediately
freedoms such as having no uniform and the ability to choose from a wide array of
courses to learn from, but it is also understandable to feel some form of discomfort
uses their high powered
when there becomes a sudden change after being accustomed to years of a specific
name and backers to excuse
structure or policy.
During my first month at Lincoln, I was overwhelmed by the amount of clasit as normal.” Brian Borrego
ses I had to choose from. There were classes I didn't even know could be high school
classes such as landscaping, banking, painting, and philosophy. This is the biggest difference (and a meaningful difference) from my previous charter school experience in
which students were only given six classes (from 7:15 am to 3:45 pm) that were all predetermined for the student except for one or
two electives. I was amazed with all the classes offered at Lincoln and Ms. Boykins knew that each time I stepped into her office I
would be asking about transferring to a course I recently discovered that morning. Now, does this make Lincoln better or worse than
charter schools? I think you know the answer!
Currently, to me, the biggest argument people have in support of charter schools is that their purpose is to guide students
into academic success, but one has to question this hypothesis. Is it really the school’s place to force students to create an image for
themselves in which they had no decision in creating? The charter school movement enforces irrational policies and immediately
uses their high powered name and backers to excuse it as normal. For example, one rule was not being allowed to use the bathroom
unless a teacher emailed a staff member to escort you from class to the restrooms or telling students that if they didn't follow a
checklist of requirements given to them, they would never get accepted to the college of their dreams.
One of the things I am most fond of at Lincoln is that there is much more versatile help if one seeks it out. With programs
such as EduCare, AVID, Credit Recovery, and the multiple magnets on campus, students have the capability of shaping their own
image and identity more than any charter school has ever offered me. Though, the way one feels about Lincoln is completely determined by their own experiences, my choice in transferring here, even if only for one year, is a decision I will never regret making.

Top Reasons To Join
Debate
By Lucía Barranco
Last year, I decided to join our
school’s debate team. Back then, I just wanted
to step out of my comfort zone into something
new. But as time went by, I realized how much
a person could grow, personally and intellectually, from doing debate. Debate is definitely the
best extracurricular activity to participate in
during high school and here are reasons why:
It will look great on your college applications! Debate is a mentally engaging activity;
colleges look for those who have learned quality
communication and critical thinking skills. If
you do debate, you will acquire all of the intellectual qualities that colleges are looking for.
You get to express your opinions, and everyone in the room has to listen to you. You will
debate for both sides of a discussion. This
means you get to come up with infinite amounts
of arguments and counterarguments, and whatever these are, you will be able to express them.
Your speaking skills improve. Most of us start
off being nervous to give a class presentation,
but as you advance in debate, your confidence
and ability to speak improve greatly! It becomes
empowering as you get more comfortable with
public speaking.
You become “woke.” Rigorous research and
critical thinking are essential for success in life
and debate. Debate gives you all kinds of perspectives on the world’s issues and you become
informed enough to form an educated opinion
on these issues.
You win, yes, but you also learn to deal with
failure. Debate tournaments are the safest environment to learn to lose and improve yourself.
No one judges you because everyone has been
in your place! Constructive criticism is given at
the end of each round; we all debate to be better
next time. No matter what mistake you made,
the only possible way to go from there is forward.
You meet new people all the time. At school,
you will meet people who share this interest and
grow close to them. At tournaments, there are
many diverse groups of people you can approach. As much as I dread waking up early on
Saturday mornings, getting to meet kids from
other schools that share this passion is always a
highlight.
Your team becomes your family. You spend a
lot of time with your team, especially with your
partner, and you get to share the uniqueness of
the debate experience with them. Teamwork is
highly valuable for debaters: you strategize
together, practice together, cheer for each other.
They become your family. Your loud, opinionated, passionate family.

Lindsay Butler Wins the $20,000
Christopher Warren Scholarship.
By Tracey Truong

SGS
By Mr. Cox
SGS (Science for Global Solutions)
is a small community in Abraham Lincoln
Senior High. SGS has been around for almost
30 years! It was first called UPP (University
Preparatory Program) and was started with
grants and support form Cal State LA professors.
SGS focuses on science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics and most recently art (STEAM). In our small learning community our students acquire the academic skills,
preparation, and motivation to successfully
pursue university degrees in science, technology, mathematics, and engineering.
The importance of SGS in creating
high expectations towards achieving these
career goals cannot be underestimated. A report published by the California Council on
Science and Technology and funded by the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation states
“California’s educational system is simply not
producing the mathematics, science and engineering graduates needed to meet industry’s
growing requirements.”
This small learning community has
been working against this tide since 1989, and
will continue to educate our students to aim
toward goals not easily achieved without our
program’s support.
Janice Mendoza, this year’s SGS
council president, said, “This year the goal for
SGS is to bring back motivation for and
achievement of the STEM theme. We also
hope to create excitement for the students to
become more involved in SGS activities and
promote school spirit.”

Tiger
Talk
This year, Lindsay Butler won the 2018 $20,000 Christopher Warren
Scholarship. The Christopher Warren Scholarship is awarded every year to 1020 sophomores out of the entire LAUSD school district. Lindsay was one of
them. She won the scholarship and is currently a junior at Lincoln High
School. The process for winning the Christopher Warren Scholarship is extremely long. First, Lincoln High School nominates all sophomores that have a
3.0 GPA or higher. Then if you are interested in applying, you fill out a form
that will include your extra-curricular activities, state whether you are low
income, and how many family members you have. Then you must write an
essay that highlights obstacles that you have faced.
If you are chosen to make it passed that stage, you move on to the
final stage, where you tell the Christopher Warren committee your story: This
includes extreme obstacles you have faced in your life that have made you who
you are today and how it has made you the way you are. This scholarship isn’t
just looking for the student with the highest GPA, the best on the softball team,
or has an average income. They take everything into consideration including
your extracurricular activates and what you will do with the scholarship and
how it will benefit you.
Lindsay said, “One thing I would definitely like to say is that no
matter what you are going through, even if it’s a stupid thing at school or if it
means not having food at the end of the month or being homeless or having to
face all those obstacles, don’t give up. Even though I am still facing some of
these struggles, I know persevering through the struggles is going to get me
far.”
With another school year here, we are hoping that another one of
Lincoln High School’s sophomores wins the Christopher Warren Scholarship
again. Lincoln has had three students win the award over the last three years.

By Emely Toscano
On Thursday September 13, 2018
Tiger Talk began again at Abraham Lincoln
High School. The principal, Ms. Ruiz, is continuing the meetings that started last year with
Mr. Torres. There will be some changes
though. These meetings will focus more on
the different points of views of the class representatives and how the school can improve.
Ms. Ruiz wants the students to discuss the
everyday struggles at our school. She feels if
students work in cooperative groups during the
meetings, then the students can have their own
voice and empowerment to increase student
academic performance.
”I think Tiger Talk is a good way to
get feedback from the students and what they
think this school needs to improve upon,” said
Angel Nim (one of the students who attended
Tiger Talk).
Our principal, Ms. Ruiz hopes that
the voices of the students will make a great
change at the school. Each advisory has a representative who will attend the Tiger Talk
twice a month. The Railsplitter will also send a
staff member to take notes for a column in the
newspaper.

To join Lincoln High School’s Debate Team, talk to
Ms. Lizarraga (rm. 564) or Mr. McGuillen (rm. 704).
Everyone is welcome!
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Tiger Entertainment

From Godspell To Our Town

Are You Compatible?

The drama class prepares for
their next performance.

The most and least compatible
zodiac signs.

By Patricia Holguin

By Lucía Barranco

Mr. Gladden’s first production of Our
Town should be a spectacular way to start the
Lincoln High School 2018 year!
Last year’s production, Godspell, received many positive reviews! Mr. Brewer stated, “I saw it twice in one day! It was a fantastic
piece of art!” Godspell is a play about Jesus
Christ and his group of followers (disciples) and
his lessons that are taught through song and
dance. Our Town is a story about a small community and its life, love, and tragedies which are
universal to anywhere in the world.
From Godspell to Our Town? Mr.
Gladden stated he chose this play because “It’s
probably the most popular play produced. It’s
been part of the top ten plays for decades and
decades in high schools and colleges. I also like
the fact that it had a large cast and I wanted to
have many students involved. Last year I worked
on Shakespeare and a comedy, but this one has a
more dramatic feel. It’s just so universal and it
can relate to anyone.”
He also stated, “I want the audience to
make a connection with people from 2018 in Los
Angeles to the people from 1908 in New Hampshire. I feel like the theme is so universal and
human and so relevant to our time.”
The play shows us how we can become
so busy with our life that we do not stop and

We see couples to the left and to the
right all over the Lincoln campus, but are they
meant for each other? Compatibility plays a
big part in successful relationships. There are
many different types of compatibility, but
today some look to astrological compatibility.
Below, we list the most and least compatible
signs. Find out if you and the people around
you are soul mates or a recipe for disaster!
MOST compatible

really live. Jose Pineda said, “I can’t wait to see what Mr. Gladden can do. I love
watching movies but to see it up in front of you should be even better!”
There are three leads in the play this year. Lindsey Butler, Brian Barrego,
and Luis Sanchez. We recently sat with them and were able to get their opinion on
the play.
Lindsey stated, “I’m playing Emily from Our Town. I decided to join this
play because the class is super fun and it breaks you out of your shell. I love that
there are good vibes all around.”
Brian said, “I’ve done acting since middle school and never got to play the
lead. I’m looking forward to now being able to.”
Luis later stated, “I decided to join because I really enjoyed the characteristics that George from the play had. He is really outgoing and I want to be able to
elucidate that to my audience.”
Rehearsals have already started in our auditorium and the play is slowly
but surely assembling.

The 5 Most Viewed YouTube Videos of all Time
By Carlos Perez
1. Despacito - Luis Fonsi ft. Daddy Yankee (5,535,122,595 views)
“Despacito” is a Latin pop song that rose to the top of the charts and now holds the title for the most
viewed YouTube video of all time.
2. See You Again - Wiz Khalifa ft. Charlie Puth (3,777,996,399 views)
“See You Again” rose to popularity when it was featured in the movie Fast and the Furious 7. It had
the number one title until Despacito was released on January 12, 2017.
3. Shape of You - Ed Sheeran (3,815,869,642 views)
“Shape of You” is a song with 3 billion views. It is about a relationship
that starts out in a bar and the attraction between the two people .
4. Gangnam Style - Psy (3,216,287,670)
“Gangnam Style” was a very popular song in 2012 by a popular Korean
rapper named Psy and it reached one billion views in 10 months on
YouTube.
5. Masha and the Bear: Recipe for Disaster Get Movies
(3,284,969,135)
“ Masha and the Bear” is a comedy/adventure Russian cartoon and is the
first non-music video ever on YouTube to get a lot of views.

Annette’s Flash From
The Past
By Annette Heredia
Remember in 2005, when “The Office” aired on T.V.?
Yeah neither do I. We were obviously too young to actually remember it on
T.V., but now with technology, we can watch it on Netflix. Many people enjoy
it to this day.
There are many scenes that are filled with unforgettable moments. In
some episodes, the characters look through memories and have flashbacks
about previous things they have done in the office instead of doing work. For
example, in Season 6 Episode 14, a banker, representing a potential buyer,
goes through the safety rules in the office that is entertaining.
If you think this sound like a boring office show, you are wrong. They constantly
mess around, pull pranks and basically do little work.
I spoke to Lucia Barranco and she said, “They show is very iconic and would rate it
6/5 stars.”

Aries with Leo or Aquarius
Taurus with Virgo or Pisces
Gemini with Leo or Aquarius
Cancer with Virgo or Pisces
Leo with Gemini or Libra
Virgo with Taurus or Cancer
Libra with Gemini or Sagittarius
Scorpio with Cancer or Capricorn
Sagittarius with Aries or Libra
Capricorn with Taurus or Scorpio
Aquarius with Aries or Sagittarius
Pisces with Scorpio or Capricorn
LEAST compatible

Aries and Cancer
Taurus and Leo
Gemini and Virgo
Cancer and Aries
Leo and Scorpio
Virgo and Gemini
Libra and Capricorn
Scorpio and Aquarius
Sagittarius and Pisces
Capricorn and Libra
Aquarius and Taurus
Pisces and Sagittarius

Lincoln Crossword
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Entertainment For The Whole Family!

Stranger Things Season 1 and 2 (2018)
Review by Carlos Perez
From The creators of the 2015 film
Hidden, the Duffer Brothers also brought us
the show of the year in 2016 - Stranger Things.
Season one is set in a fictional town named
Hawkins during the early 1980’s; the show
focuses on a missing boy named Will and the
supernatural events occurring around the town.
Mike and his friends are on the case to find
their missing friend but during the desperate
search, they uncover a strange girl with psychokinetic powers. This is the character named
Eleven who escaped from a secret government
group that conducted experiments on her all by
her “Papa” (Dr. Martin Brenner).

Spoiler alert! If you haven't
watched
Season 1, jump to paragraph
three.

Season two follows Will and his
family and how they are still dealing with
being trapped in the upside down world and
chased by a Demogorgon thing.
This season has many surprises as it
later reveals.
The Duff Brothers have made season one irresistibly appealing. According to
nytimes.com “the first episode of Stranger
Things was watched by 15.8 million people
within the first three days.”
Stranger Things has been loved for
its 80s themed focus. Also, the way that Mike,
Lucas, Dustin and will hangout reminds me a
little of the Stand By Me film by Stephen
King. The way The Duff Brothers portray the
group of friends in the show tells you how
strong their relationship really is.
Stranger Things has received an
abundant amount of positive feedback since it
was release on July 15, 2016. Jennifer, a soph-

omore at Lincoln said, “It was very detailed
and the acting was great. I honestly liked season 1 better than season 2 because season 1
ends with a cliffhanger.”
Lovette, a Junior, also said, “ I liked
that it was different in a sense. It was like
nothing I've seen in a TV show before because
the kids are the main characters of the show
but it’s not a kid’s show.”
Stranger Things season one and two
can be streamed on Netflix..

The Asian Fairytale Movie of the Decade
By Tracey Truong
Crazy Rich Asians (2018)
Cast: Constance Wu, Henry Golding,
Director: Jon M. Chu
Synopsis: Constance Wu stars as Rachel Chu, a Chinese-American NYU economics professor who is dating Nick Young. Nick invites Rachel to come along with him to his best friend’s wedding in Singapore where she will finally get to meet his family, but little
does she know about Nick’s biggest secret. Nick Young belongs to one of the wealthiest families in Singapore and he is also the
wealthiest eligible bachelor. Nick plans on proposing to Rachel, but is Rachel ready?
Review: This movie invites you along Rachel’s crazy journey where she meets Nick’s family and tries to gain Nick’s mom’s acceptance, has a huge target on her back from all the women of Singapore, and if she can handle all the pressure that comes with being
with Nick.
This movie made me feel every possible emotion a person can feel. Rachel and Nick’s love story is so similar to that of most
of people. We all have crazy family members, jealous exes, and disapproving parents, but we probably don’t have a man such as Nick
Young. Rachel’s best friend, Goh Peik Lin, is a hilarious character. She is that one friend that loves to party and is so hilariously
dumb, but she is always there for her best friend, Rachel. The beautiful scenes in Singapore and Malaysia and the romantic music
brought me to tears. There’s a romantic wedding scene in the movie that is so elegant and has so much going on, but yet it was so
simple when Nick and Rachel would just look at each other and mouth three little words: I love you. Then you add the element of
Nick’s wealth to it, the story becomes even more complex. All the characters were so well developed that there could be so many
alternate spinoffs for each character. If you are looking for a movie to watch this weekend, be sure to go check the Rom-Com of this
decade.

31 Movies To Watch During October!
By Lovette Mercado
I think it's fine to say that Halloween
is a favorite for a lot of people, especially the
whole month of October. It's a time for scary
movies which Freeform channel hooks us up
with. This year they decided to do 31 Nights of
Halloween. When I found out that news, I got
super excited, but then, actually seeing the list, I
quickly became disappointed and upset. Their
whole lineup was basically Hocus Pocus over
and over again, so I decided to make my own
list.

Here’s my Spooky 31
For October 1st, we have Jennifer's Body. If you love Megan Fox and the whole spooky vibe, you will love this movie. When a demon takes possession of a high school hottie
named Jennifer Check, she develops a taste for blood for only guys who she has never looked at twice. When Jennifer’s not so popular best friend, Needy, notices the patterns she is
determined to put an end to Jennifer’s killing spree of boys. This one definitely deserves to be the first movie you watch starting off the month.
The rest in order or in any order you would like to watch them in are: The Hills Have Eyes, Wrong Turn (only the first one is worth watching), Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(2003), The Purge, Zombieland, It (2017), Scream, Scream 2, Scream 3, Scream 4, Jeepers Creepers, Get Out, Blair Witch Project, The Conjuring, The Conjuring 2, Annabelle, Insidious, Hocus Pocus, Halloween Town (only this one is mentioned but if you want to watch all of them you so can!), Chucky, The Haunted Mansion, Saw, Corpse Bride, Coraline, The
Ring, Final Destination, Evil Dead, Dawn of the Dead, and a Nightmare on Elm Street.
Finally, what should you watch on October 31 st -- Halloween of course! You can’t celebrate this holiday without watching this movie that follows Michael Myers, a
masked killer, with a disturbing past named who escapes out of prison to return to his quiet hometown of Haddonfield, Illinois, where he looks for his next victims. This movie truly sets
the cherry on top of my Spooky 31 and hopefully your whole October!

Riverdale Is Coming Back!
Review by Emely Toscano
On January 26, 2017 Netflix announced a new show called Riverdale based on the Archie Comics that came out from 1946
to the 1990’s. This amazing show has increased in viewership because of the four main characters. These characters make the show
even better because they are funny and their point of view is interesting and they are never boring. T
he first two seasons are about mysteries within the town. The idea of Riverdale originates from the Archie Comics. Many
people love this show. Riverdale is the best show I’ve ever watched. It's so amazing and definitely interesting; I can't wait for season
three to come out.
The season 3 opener will air on October 10, 2018 on the CW.
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Sky Events — For those of you who are astronomy lovers, see what’s up in the sky this month!
By Lucía Barranco
October 9 - New Moon. The Moon will be located on the
same side of the Earth as the Sun and will not be visible
at night. This is the best time of the month to observe
faint objects such as galaxies and star clusters because
there will be no moonlight interfering.
October 21, 22 - Orionids Meteor Shower. Orionids are
an annual meteor shower that produces up to 20 meteors
per hour at its peak. Best viewing will be just after midnight and before the sun rises at a dark location after midnight on Oct. 22.
October 23 - Uranus at Opposition. Uranus will be at
its closest to Earth and it will be fully illuminated by the
Sun. It will be brighter than any other time of the year and
will be visible all night long. This is the best time to view

Cesar Chavez Trip
By Patricia Holguin

Uranus. Because it's so far, it will only appear as a
tiny greenish-blue dot in all but the most powerful
telescopes.
October 24 - Full Moon. The Moon will be located
on the opposite side of the Earth as the Sun and it will

be will be fully illuminated. This full moon was known by
early Native American tribes as the Full Hunters Moon
because October is the month of hunting and preparing for
the upcoming winter season.

Lincoln Students will visit Cesar Chavez’s grave for the annual celebration of his life on October 22, 2018.
Mr. Licon takes his VOICE seniors to attend this unforgettable trip.
Cesar Chavez, a famous American Civil Rights Activist, wanted better working conditions for the thousands
of workers who labored on farms for low wages and for those who worked under severe conditions.
After all his courageous protesting he got labor workers the right to work in proper environments and was
the first person to collectively bargain agreements between farm workers and growers in all American History.
Without his fight, we now would not have any labor workers working in a safe environment. They would
still work with the heat beating down on them, no water, no cover, no breaks. Cesar Chavez changed that. He gave the
hardworking men a better working experience.
Mr. Licon stated, “ I have been taking students to visit the Cesar Chavez National Monument for over a
dozen years. I started taking students when I was the MECHA Club Sponsor at Van Nuys High School. I take my
students so they can learn about this important part of American history. The farmworkers' struggle to unionize teaches students the importance of labor in American society. I want the students to learn about Cesar Chavez and the United Farmworkers ("UFW"). During the trip the students have the opportunity to visit the grave of Cesar Chavez. There
is a beautiful monument there with a waterfall and a few of his quotes.
There is a small museum which contains the personal office of Cesar Chavez. We also visited the site where
President Obama gave a speech and declared the area an official "National Monument." The whole area is in a natural
setting surrounded by trees, creeks, a fountain, and even a desert garden. The students will also perform a beautification service project or craft.”
I myself have gone as well. When I first went I was a freshman and had such a great time. They captured so
many amazing aspects of Cesar Chavez and being able to see that up close is unforgettable. They have music, food,

and you get to meet people from many schools.
It’s a great experience overall, and I can’t wait to go as a senior.

USC NAI Program

Ghosts And Goblins

By Lovette Mercado

By Emely Toscano

Lincoln High School has a Club Fair every
school year in the senior court to advertise and fundraise for Lincoln’s clubs. This event happens in the first
semester of school to raise awareness for clubs so that
students can take interest and want to join.
The clubs that participate each year differ.
However, many of the clubs that usually participate are
the Academic Decathlon, Asian Community Empowerment, Astronomy Club, AVID Club, Band, Tigers Business Club, Cheer, Chinese Language and Culture Club,
Cheer, Chinese Language and Culture Club, Chess
Club, CSF (California Scholarship Federation), Drumline, JROTC, Key Club, Logos Club, MECHA, Running Club (Boys X-Country), Science Bowl, Software
Development Club and LHS Theater Group.
At the club fair, you will be able to ask about
clubs that fit your interest or just buy things that they
are selling that you like. The clubs at the Club Fair will
also be walking in the homecoming parade on October
26th! If you want to join a club or start a club, please
see Ms. Fernandez. Many people say that being part of
a club in high school is a great way to meet new friends
with similar interests.

The NAI program is a great opportunity but
not everyone has the honor to say, “I’m in the NAI
program.” Since November 9, 2013 help and guidance
has been available Mon - Fri and sometimes Saturdays
at the assigned campuses to scholars who want to go to
college and who can’t afford to attend college. The
NAI is the Leslie and William McMorrow Neighborhood Academic Initiative program.
It is a 7 year pre college enrichment program. This program was created because there was a
struggle with sending kids to college when they couldn't afford it and without the right academic tools to
succeed. Students in the program now have the skills
and capability to be successful in major universities
and if they complete the program they receive scholarships to attend these prestige’s schools.
“The NAI program is the best thing I
could’ve ever done,” said Destiny P.
Over the years, nearly 1,040 students have
completed the program. 83 percent made it to college
as a freshman at four-year universities, and 35 percent
went to USC. There is also a mandatory SAT Prep
component

Halloween scare fest in the
auditorium.

Club Fair

By Yazmeen Rincon
The ASB Leadership is in in charge of the
student body events to maintain the tiger school spirit
and keep it up. They organize events like homecoming,
club fairs, and of course prom.
This year’s haunted house is set to be on Halloween, which is Wednesday October, 31st. There will
be rooms in which the students can pass through and get
frightened. I asked junior Heidi Rodriguez how she felt
about the last year’s haunted house and she responded,
“I think it was good and scary. I’m excited and it’s
worth the money.”
The haunted house will be hosted in the
school’s auditorium during lunch. Students will be able
to browse and get spooked as they see all the scary characters roaming the auditorium. ASB Leadership teacher
Ms. Ernstrom-Fernandez says she is “Shaking in my
boots” and added, “I'm terrified for this year’s haunted
house.”
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Opinion and Editorial Section

Two Editors Comment On The School Rules

Con

Pro
By Lucia Barranco

By Patricia Holguin

The recent change of principal at Lincoln High
School brought with it a major change: new, stricter rules.
These newly implemented rules have proven to be controversial as they ban the use of earphones and non-Lincoln
hats.
“...listening to music Regarding the earphone rule, I
during instructional believe it is true that listening
time interferes with to music during instructional
time interferes with student
student
performance. It takes away
performance.”
their attention. It has never
been until recently that cell
phones and earphones became prominent in high school,
and now they are the biggest classroom distractors. Music
consumes its listener, and would certainly do so during
class time.
Students defend themselves saying it helps them
concentrate, but while listening to music may improve
productivity, it does not do the same for comprehension
because music impairs cognitive abilities when we’re trying to memorize things in order. We get thrown off by the
changing words and notes in the song. Music ultimately
takes away important factors from the learning experience
and only makes it harder for students to truly learn.
The LHS student reaction has been opposing
and even resisting, but the administration acts in our best
interests. While the rules seem too strict, it is commonly
said, “give them an inch and they take a mile.” The office
knows that strict rules are the only way to get their point
across.
Even if the students do not understand
the reasons behind these rules, they are beneficial to us.
These rules also prepare us for college and real life.
We need to learn to put our learning first if we
wish to be successful.

Since the change of principal at Lincoln
High School this year, rules have emphatically
changed. From “hat rules” to “earphone rules,” we
continue to witness a change in the school’s culture
and campus rules.
I, personally, see no need for all these regulations. Being a senior, I have attended this school
without rules too, and it was much better then. The
more you take from the students the less motivation
they have to be at school or even go to school. Despite
the new rules being slight and easy to follow, they
make a huge difference in a student’s attitude.
First, the earphone rule makes a major
change in the school’s culture. Taking away a student’s privilege to listen to music during instructional
time does make sense. But, once a teacher is done
with a lesson a student should be able to listen to music while doing their work. I, for one, do tend to focus
more when listening to music and doing my work. I
feel that it takes the pressure off and makes it easier
for me to have fun while doing classwork.
Second, the hat rules were implemented
with good intention, but in today’s world, hat logos do
not really have meaning behind them. The fact that we
can only wear Lincoln
gear is not a good rule
because many people
cannot afford the Lincoln
hats and they wear what
they already have.
The less liberty we students have, the less reason we have to go to school. I
strongly believe that our principal should rethink her
new rules and develop a better compromise.

“I see no
need for all
these rules.”

Are Pitbulls Really Dangerous?
By Lovette Mercado
When people think of pitbull’s, they think of a
savage beast of a dog that will harm anything living. In
reality, these dogs are sweet, caring and loving animals
that really could be a part of your family.
Finding out that pitbulls aren't born ready to
bite your arms off or kill your newborns may be surprising to some closed minded people, but it’s actually not
that surprising that most of the time if you see a Pitbull
it won't want to chomp on your face. When adopting a
pitbull you have the power to choose the way you want
to raise it. If you're going to raise it to be a dog fighter,
obviously it's going to be aggressive because the people
raised it like that. Now in other cases if you treat your
dog with love, and care for it in the best way possible,
you're going to get a sweet dog that’s good with kids,
and good with anyone!
I may be saying this because I have a pitbull,
but if you think about it, the ones who are always saying pitbulls are a threat to children and society are the
ones who have never owned a pitbull or even tried to
get to know one. I get how people can be scared, but it’s
like what my mom tells me sometimes, “How are you
going to hate something when you haven't tried it?”
You can adopt a pitbull at your local animal
shelter, and most of the dogs there are pitbulls because
people are so scared of them when they shouldn't be.
You can even go to see one and get to know them. Ask
the people there if you can hang out with them. I promise you, if you just give them love and care, you’ll see
how loving and caring they are back to you. To adopt a

What does It Mean To Be An
American: Freshman Speak
Out
By Byanca Carrizales
For me, living in America means freedom and diversity. All
over the United States, whether it is at an amusement park, a grocery
store, or even a library you will meet new people from different backgrounds.
These backgrounds are all very unique and different. Each
person has a story on why they decided to immigrate to the United
States and the hardships they have faced while living here. One hardship many people who immigrate to the United States have is communication.
Everyone is used to speaking their native language in their
country and when immigrating to the United States, it is difficult for
them to learn the English language. Many people suffer from miscommunication and those miscommunication often leads to disagreements
and misunderstandings.
From this American experience I learned and want others to
know that miscommunication can lead to misunderstandings and severe issues with another person. It is better to avoid conflicts with
other people because you are preventing the problem from getting
bigger. These problems can take away something you really want in
life and just blow it away like the wind. No matter from what background you are coming from miscommunications and misunderstandings happens to everyone, but often happens when you move to another place where people have different beliefs and opinions from you. It
is better to speak with clarity and precision than speak with vagueness.

By Yangyang Huang
For me, being an American means to work in places like
Downtown LA or just getting a job in Los Angeles! Los Angeles has
some of the most important education and entertainment centers in the
United States, Hollywood.
Apart from this, there are many career choices with high
salaries in Los Angeles. I have always dreamed to have high salary
working as an artist, and I think that can really come true in America!
My mom and my aunt are always lecturing me how important college is for getting a high salary job, and I realize that they
are just worried about me.
At the same time, I understand that I will have to work hard
in order to survive after college. I grew up in a really traditional Asian
family as if I was living in a cage, since I didn’t get much freedom as
compared to most American kids. However, I came to the United
States and things started changing.
From my own American experience, I have learned that to
be an American is to be yourself. Be kind to others and maybe some
other day the kindness will go back to you! I want others to know that
it doesn't matter where you are from.
For example, now I consider myself an American after five
years of living here, although I had a hard time blending in with the
American culture at first. Eventually, I coped with this obstacle and
this is who I am today!

A Message From Your Counseling Staff…
pit bull you can visit your nearest animal shelter or go
online to http://www. angelcitypits.org/available-dogs for
more information about adopting one of these beautiful
babies into your life. To even get involved with spreading
awareness about how pitbulls aren't vicious you can go to
https://bestfriends.org/resources/pitbull-websites-andresources. You can also look at https://www.pitbullin
fo.org/ to see the statistics and percentages of pitbull attacks and how much more “vicious” other dogs are. I
promise all pitbull haters will be surprised that there are
dogs that are more “dangerous” than a Pit Bull.
Remember that dogs are just like humans; if you
train them to be bad, they're going to listen and be bad. If
you teach them to be kind and loving then that is what will
happen. Don’t believe everything you hear.

A-G courses all count toward your diploma and college entrance.
For them to count for college acceptance you need to earn a
grade of C or better. Every class counts and your goal needs to
be to earn the highest grades possible to improve your GPA
(grade point average). 10th-11th grade including summer school
counts for your College GPA!
A – Social Studies
B – English Language Arts
C – Mathematics
D – Science
E – LOTE: Language Other Than English
F – VAPA: Visual and Performance Arts
G – Additional A-F courses

The Starlight Revealed
By The Galactic Explorer

An infinite number of balls of hydrogen and helium orbit around us. They show us our past. Dust
floats away from the beautiful brightness that illuminates the darkest of skies. When it comes to thinking about
our future, we don’t often think about what will happen.
For some of us, it doesn’t really matter. Our care only wanders here on Earth where our “true” problems linger. What some of us don’t know is that the study of our universe (and possibly other universes) has
great importance.
You see, the fact is, that the study of the universe, is also “the study of ourselves.” Being one of the
oldest sciences in existence, astronomy has impacted our lives for centuries; and will continue to impact us in the
future. For instance, we are the by-product of star formation! If it were not for stars, then the technology and
natural resources we humans require might not have even existed. This science can be found in your GPS,
smartphone, and even in your camera. Satellites help operate this technology. And satellites were built for the
purpose of observing our universe more closely.
Yet the most thrilling part about astronomy is the excitement. Once a new discovery is made, it opens
a new wormhole full of questions and answers.
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YOZO

Like
Minds
Christina’ s
World

( A poem based on the painting
Beata Beatrix by Dante Gabriel
Rosseti)

(A poem based on the painting by
Andrew Wyeth)

By Zhuowei Chen

By Joanne Tsan

As the light shines, shadow on
the sundial.
The red lady rests, eyes closed.
To the east, she meditates.

The distance
from where I am
to where I want to be
is a swaying sea
no strength
in my legs
to traverse this gap
I can only gaze up
longingly.

Her expression, her posture, remains idle.
Her head, tilted upwards,
As if she seeks spiritual guidance.
The crimson bird, upon her head, a halo.
With an olive leaf, to the lady, she approaches.
To the west, the messenger descends.
Just like Dante and Beatrice at the Arno,
Nine years later, Dante recalled.
Her fragrance, caught him nearly breathless.
Little did Dante know,
Beatrice, six years later, would reside in a tomb, buried.
While her physical form perishes.
Yet Beatrice still exists, a symbol.
In Paradiso, in La Vita Nuova, she continues.
Forever, upon the infinitude of time, she lives.
When the sundial reaches nine,
The red lady, her temperament, her beauty,
Sealed for eternity,

Art by Sophia To

CONTEMPLATION
By “Jessica” Ngan Huynh
Hot, arid and wild
an abandoned Egyptian desert.

Two lives; one passed away, one is alive.
Seeking a life of solitude he deserves.
Inside the cave
Darkness and blankness cover.
A harsh light from nowhere
Illuminating the Man’s sagging muscles.
Wearing a garment woven from palm leaves,
the Saint’s resting on his elbow
With the chaplet embracing his heart.

Just like the love between
Dante and Beatrice,
Is locked within the chamber of time.

The Hermit is motionless,
he’s looking down,
contemplating a skull on the ground,
Wondering why time to live for man is so short,
Or to him, it is just infinity.

Within the infinitude of time,
Their memories, their beauty, live on,
Whether it’s the red lady or Beatrice.

An immortal life,
Secluded, non-companioned and alone.
The cycle keeps repeating, never ending….

